
 

 

 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Patient Identity Strategy 
Understand how to best utilize patient demographic information. 
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Executive Summary 
Patients are the core of the healthcare ecosystem. All aspects of the actions and efforts 

spent are directly or tangentially aimed at caring for the problems of a patient’s condition. 

As a result, access to patient demographic information is one of the fundamental data sets 

necessary for almost all applications to complete their functions. 

 

Improper patient identification can lead to a variety of negative outcomes. If applications are 

not synchronized with other systems in terms of patient demographics, clinical actions can 

occur for the wrong patient, placing incorrect orders or administering the wrong 

medications. If applications improperly identify a patient, clinical data may be recorded for 

the wrong patient, leading to adverse events or incorrect decision making by providers using 

that data. 

 

Patient search allows users of an external application to look up full patient information 

automatically without interacting directly with the health system’s registration staff or an 

EHR’s patient lookup tools. The goal for a patient search application is to identify a patient 

from a subset of information and then receive the full, up-to-date information about that 

patient. The challenge is ensuring the application finds the right patient, both in terms of 

consuming other associated administrative or clinical information in the application, but also 

writing back information to the right patient in the EHR. 

 

In this whitepaper, we outline the strategies and information application developers can use 

when architecting their solutions, as well as some of the advantages and drawbacks of 

different approaches. 

Relevant Data Models 
There are a number of Redox Data Models that third-party applications connecting to 

healthcare organizations can leverage to maintain and track patient identity across 

integrations. These include models where data is pushed via webhook and models where 

data can be queried. 
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PatientAdmin 

PatientAdmin is the most common Data Model used in Redox integrations and is the most 

comprehensive model around patient identity. Typically PatientAdmin is powered by an 

outbound ADT HL7v2 interface from the connecting healthcare organization, where 

messages are triggered as patient records are created and updated and as patients move 

through care settings. Redox processes the HL7 (or polls a corresponding web service) in 

realtime and posts them to connecting systems via webhook as PatientAdmin messages. 

This feed allows those systems to maintain patient identifiers and demographics, and also 

can indicate visit specific events such as when patients register for appointments or are 

admitted to or discharged from inpatient stays. 

PatientSearch 

If connecting applications prefer query-based workflows to maintain patient identity, then 

the Redox PatientSearch Data Model is a potential option. This model is REST-inspired, in 

that applications can launch queries with demographic inputs or patient identifiers to obtain 

the rest of a patient’s relevant demographic data and the full set of identifiers. This model is 

not as commonly supported by connecting healthcare organizations as PatientAdmin is, so 

we recommend talking to your Redox representative if this is your preferred approach. 

Patient information on other data models 

There are additional Redox Data Models that contain data that can be used to facilitate the 

necessary patient identification for certain integration workflows. The two most common 

are the Redox Orders and the Redox Scheduling Data Models. For information on the latter, 

read our white paper on Direct Scheduling workflows, which details how the Scheduling 

model can be used as an enrollment and patient identification mechanism. 

 

Redox Orders can be used as an enrollment and identification event for workflows where an 

order is placed within the EHR as a natural workflow initiator. Orders messages will contain 

the patient’s primary identifier(s) and key demographics, and, depending on the workflow, 

can be sufficient for connecting applications to maintain and work with patient identity. 
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Supported Data Flows 
Your integration strategy directly impacts your bottom line. In this section, we overview the 

tangible, direct costs as well as the harder to calculate but very real, opportunity costs.  

PatientSearch with EHR Query 

Redox can support direct PatientSearch queries against EHRs when those systems offer a 

QRY^A19 HL7v2 interface, PDQ HL7v3 interface, XCPD HL7v3 interface, or an equivalent 

API. Customers integrating in this fashion can utilize either the MRN Query or Demographics 

Query workflows above. 

PatientSearch with Data Chateau 

Some less robust EHRs may not support patient querying capabilities through interfaces or 

APIs. In order to provide customers with the same experience regardless of EHR vendor, 

Redox has developed support for storing PatientAdmin data in our Data Chateau product. 

Once stored, customers can query Redox with an MRN via the PatientSearch Data Model 

and receive back a full set of patient demographics, including insurance information.  

PatientAdmin or other Data Model with local storage  

An equivalent alternative to using PatientSearch is to maintain a full picture of all patients in 

your own database. Redox can map HL7 and APIs from different EHRs to the PatientAdmin 

Data Model and send this to your application. When users look to look up patients, you can 

utilize your own look-up algorithms and logic to ensure that you’re choosing the right 

patient. In order to account for patients created prior to your application’s go-live at a 

healthcare organization, Redox will need to perform a full patient backload, generally via a 

re-triggering of historic messages or via a flat file loaded into the Redox Engine.  
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Workflows 

Patient Enrollment 

Enrollment is a powerful concept to know and understand when architecting your 

integrations with an EHR. Deciding how and when the right patients are added to your 

system at the right time can lead to better workflows and higher usability. 

 

PatientSearch and PatientAdmin can be used effectively for initial patient enrollment into 

your third-party application.  

 

● If PatientSearch is used for enrollment, the successful query responses (based on an 

MRN or demographics that the users type into the application) enroll the patient into 

the third party.  

● If PatientAdmin is used for enrollment, these event-based messages can be passed 

to the application to enroll them. Redox can filter the messages to ensure only the 

relevant subset of patients is enrolled. Common filters are based on event types 

(NewPatient, Arrival, Discharge, etc), department/location, and diagnosis, but filters 

can be built on almost any data available in the message. 

 

Once enrolled, the application can further supplement the data available regarding the 

patient by utilizing query-based Data Models (such as pulling medications, allergies, and 

problems via ClinicalSummary.PatientQuery) or by consuming event-based Data Models as 

they are passed through by Redox and ignoring patients which are not enrolled. 

Data Supplementation 

Patient identity transactions can also be used for data supplementation, in the event 

patients are enrolled via another Data Model first. This can be valuable to get or keep 

synchronized the full demographic information for a patient that is relevant to your 

application. 
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For instance, if an application enrolls patients who are prescribed certain specialty imaging 

orders via Orders, the application can then query via PatientSearch or listen for patient 

updates via PatientAdmin.PatientUpdate to get additional demographics not present on the 

Orders Data Model. This can be especially valuable in the event that a patient your 

application cares about is identified as a duplicate and merged. 

 

Conclusion 
Patient information provides the foundation for most healthcare applications. 

Correspondingly, a strong integration strategy for patient information can allow applications 

to scale more quickly and with less overhead. Redox offers a variety of ways for your 

application to obtain, utilize, and create patient demographic information.  

 

The Redox platform can accelerate the development and distribution of healthcare 

technology with a full-service integration platform to securely and efficiently exchange 

different data sets, such as patient data. Healthcare organizations and technology vendors 

connect once and authorize the data they send and receive across the most extensive 

interoperable network in healthcare. Redox exists to make healthcare data useful and every 

patient experience a little bit better and helping to facilitate patient identity is just one of the 

ways we do that. 

Review Developer Documentation about patient information and start building 

applications that seamlessly integrate with any EHR. 

Contact our Solutions Team for any additional information. 
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